
A 
few weeks earlier I had 
reviewed her sister boat the 
Odyssey 19 forward console 
model and now I had the 

centre console version at my disposal. 
This review took place early one wintry 
morning at the Natal Rod and Reel club 
in Durban Harbour.

The Natal Caravan and Marine team 
from Pinetown were in the process of 
launching the boats when I got there. It 
was nice to see MD Brian Courtis take 
an interest as well as Bill Harrison, JC 
Erasmus, Sipho Mthembu and Jason 
Price from boat builder Angler Boats.

Jason has been with Angler for 
some 20 years and his knowledge 

and expertise is very evident in the 
outstanding finish of these boats. 

Conditions for test
Durban’s mild winters are ideal for boat 
testing and this day was already at 
26 degrees at 7 am, and rising. Water 
conditions were relatively flat.

General impressions
The Benguela 19 is impressive at 
5.95m with her well-finished, clean 
lined appearance and she sparkled 
in the early morning sunlight. Her 
white hull and deck emphasised the 
contrasting black and grey side panels 
while complementing the canopy. The 

centre console was a focal point with 
its well-sculpted rounded appearance 
– taking on the contemporary look of 
modern ski boats today.

Twin 60 power trim Yamaha 
four-stroke outboards looked 
well-balanced and more than capable 
of doing the job. 

Deck layout 
Though primarily designed for off-shore 
use this model can also be used for 
fishing dams, estuaries and lagoons, 
plus entertaining.

The deep V-shaped bow area gives 
good protection from on-coming sea 
and conceals an anchor locker upfront 

Centre console
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behind which are two large storage 
hatches that also serve as comfortable 
seating spots. (Two solid stainless steel 
bow rails offer the necessary safety in 
this area). Directly in front of the centre 
console seat and flush with the floor is a 
large fish hatch.

The comfortable seating upholstery 
throughout comprises imported marine 
grade UV-protected and anti-fungal 
material. 

The backrest of the console seat 
conceals a storage area and on the 
port side of the console is voluminous 
storage, ideal for safety equipment. As if 
this is not enough there is an additional 
entrance into the console under the 

steering system. On top of the console 
is a wind-deflecting screen with a 
stainless steel surround adding safety 
and appeal. All very well thought out 
indeed! 

Directly behind the console is a raised 
padded seat for the pilot to sit on or lean 
against - with enough leg room so as not 
to feel cramped. Back-to-back with this 
is another seat facing towards the rear. 
This lifts up to reveal ample storage for 
four jerry cans. 

The hull contains specially injected 
high density foam flotation, under the 
self-draining non-slip floor.

On either side of the gunnels are rod 
racks that are capable of stowing a good 

number of fishing rods, keeping the 
deck uncluttered. A sun canopy is fitted 
onto the gunnels folding back towards 
the roll bars and out of the way. As it was 
not hot at all we did not need to use it but 
it is perfect for shade in summer, while 
the grey colour tones in nicely with the 
boat.

Behind the wells at the rear are two 
compartments housing the batteries 
above which are two stainless steel 
roll bars with four fitted rod holders. 
The roll bars extend down into a step 
giving access to a small fibreglass swim 
platform between the two motors at the 
transom. Two scuppers are positioned 
at the transom well above the 

Words and pictures by Vince Warriner.

If the beautiful Benguela 19 Centre Console is 
anything like her namesake – the Benguela 
current off Africa’s East coast – then you can 
be sure you are in for a strong ride.
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waterline on either side of the motors 
– which can also be used as a step into 
the boat.

Motors and controls
The two 60 power trim four-stroke 
Yamaha motors produce excellent 
power for this Benguela 19. These 
motors have a displacement of 996cc 
each. They are increasingly becoming 
one of Yamaha’s most popular 
models in the skiboat market. Yamaha 
four-stroke motors boast muscular 
performance despite being light in 
weight for their classes.

These motors have a multi-
point fuel-injection system which 
offers excellent reliability good fuel 
consumption, high performance, sure 
starting and smooth running. 

The dual mount controls are fitted 
on the side of the console within 
comfortable reach – even when seated.  
The two rev counters mounted on the 
dash above the steering wheel are 
easy to see and there is also space to 
fit a fish finder or depth locator, should 
you require.

Handling
While the sea was relatively calm when 
we first set off we opted to go north 
up to Blue Lagoon to try our luck 
and fish for snoek. On the way there 
travelling at about 37km/h the boat felt 
extremely comfortable to handle, and 
the hydraulic steering was positive but 
light on the arms.

We paused for a moment on the way 
where I was able to do some really hard 
turns to port and starboard and there 
was not a hint of cavitation which always 
gives that additional sense of security – 
particularly while surf launching and 
turning in the waves. 

The 15-inch pitch propellers really gave 
us tremendous thrust aided by the torque 
on the propeller shaft which is increased 
by a higher gear reduction ratio.

Out-of-the-hole acceleration put this 
19-footer on plane in 2.5 seconds which 
is really phenomenal. Opposite Blue 
Lagoon, as we prepared our rods 

On either side of the gunnels you’ll find rod racks to store fishing rods and keep your deck uncluttered.

The Benguela boasts seating arrangements that convert into useful storage compartments.

A collapsible and sturdy sun canopy provides sufficient shade during hot summer days.
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for fishing, we were awed by the iconic 
sight of the new R3.1-billion Moses 
Madiba Stadium which shone like a 
jewel in the sun. The wind had increased 
to around 8-knots by then and there was 

a light chop on the surface but our Clarke 
spoons travelled well in our wake some 
30m behind us.

At a lower speed for trawling it was 
good not to have to fiddle with the 
throttles to maintain a constant speed 
and we were able to relax and enjoy the 
fishing – other than having to keep an eye 
out for those unexpected breaking waves 
which sometimes occur just beyond the 
backline where we were positioned.

When everyone else was ready to 
call it a day, Brian Courtis – who simply 
loves to fish – persuaded the party to 
stay out a little longer – sadly we never 
caught anything!

Having the two motors providing extra 
weight proved a great benefit while 
carrying a full load of fuel, anglers and 
equipment – and when we finally turned 
back for home there was enough power 
to get us there quickly and comfortably – 
even in choppier conditions.

We did stop to test the ability of one 
motor to plane the boat and found that 
this was easily achieved.

Back in the harbour we were able to 
open up the throttles fully and although 
we didn’t have a speedometer fitted we 
were achieving optimum performance 
of the revs which is around 5800rpm. 

Conclusion
The Benguela 19 can comfortably 
accommodate up to six people but 
ideally no more than five when fishing – 
especially when rods, tackle boxes etc. 
are in use. The motors have beaching 
modifications – so surf launching and 
beaching is made easy.

Extra jerry cans can be taken on board 
for those longer distances as there is 
adequate space to store them. 

The upmarket finish on this boat 
combined with the favourable engine 
package will greatly appeal to the 
discerning investor. 

Starting price of this craft, equipped 
with 2 x 50 HP 2-Stroke motors, starts 
from R279 900.

For further information contact 
Bill Harrison at Natal Caravans and 
Marine on (031) 702 7291 or email  
billh@natalcaravans.co.za

The helm area features dual mount controls, two 

rev counters and space for a fish finder or depth 

locator, should you require.   

TAB]

Engine type: 4-Stroke Material: Aluminium Buoyancy: Injected high density foam

Horsepower: 60 HP Diameter/Pitch: 15 pitch Length: 5,95 m

Displacement: 996 cc No. of blades: 3 Beam: 2,36 m

Induction: EFI Part number: N/A Weight w/o engine: 780 kg

Operating range: 5000 - 6000 RPM Maximum HP: 2 X 60 HP

Weight: 115 KG Hole position: N.A. Fuel capacity: 150 l

Gear ratio: 2,33 Jack plate: no Max passengers: 6

Single/Dual mount: Dual AV mounting: no Steering: Hydraulic

*The manufacturer has verified that all specifications are correct prior to print

ENGINE PROPELLER BOAT

MOUNTING HEIGHT

60 HP Yamaha 2010 Stock Yamaha 2010 Benguela 19
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TAB]

Water conditions: flat

Wind Velocity: 8

Air temperature: 26

Fuel load: 80 litres

Weight: 260 kg (fuel, passengers)

Acceleration (0-plane): 2.5 seconds

TEST SUMMARY
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